We study Dirac-Born-Infeld type effective field theory of a complex tachyon and U(1)×U(1) gauge fields describing a D3D3 system. Classical solutions of straight global and local DFstrings with quantized vorticity are found and are classified into two types by the asymptotic behavior of the tachyon amplitude. For sufficiently large radial distances, one has linearlygrowing tachyon amplitude and the other logarithmically-growing tachyon amplitude. A constant radial electric flux density denoting the fundamental-string background makes the obtained DF-strings thick. The other electric flux density parallel to the strings is localized, which represents localization of fundamental strings in the D1-F1 bound states. Since these DF-strings are formed in the coincidence limit of the D3D3, these cosmic DF-strings are safe from inflation induced by the approach of the separated D3 andD3.
Introduction
When we have a system of a D3-brane and an anti-D3-brane, its dynamics is well described by the effective field theory of a complex tachyon field and U(1)×U(1) gauge fields [1, 2, 3] . While the D3 andD3 approach each other from apart, the Universe undergoes an inflationary era due to the gravitational effect [4] . When the D-brane coincides with theD3-brane, the system reaches the top of the tachyon potential and the main inflation ends. Then, this unphysical symmetric vacuum state at the zero tachyon amplitude restarts to decay to the true U(1) degenerate vacua at an infinite tachyon amplitude.
When the D3-brane andD3-brane are annihilated in their coincidence limit, perturbative open string degrees living on the branes disappear, but nonperturbative open string degrees can survive in a form of fundamental strings, or of lower-dimensional D-branes of codimension-two with closed string degrees. In terms of effective field theory, one species among those generated through a cosmological phase transition are nothing but vortex-strings [5, 6] carrying D1-(vorticity or quantized magnetic flux) and fundamental string charge (electric flux along the string). Since inflation already ended, the produced D1 and D1-F1 bound states [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] can remain as relics of the cosmic superstrings [13] in the present Universe.
In this paper we consider the DBI type effective action of a complex tachyon and U(1)×U(1) gauge fields, and find straight global and local vortex-string solutions with an electric flux. As shown in [3, 11] , there exist static global and local D-vortex solutions in the coincidence limit of D2D2. While only singular D-vortex solutions are possible without DBI electromagnetic fields [3] , the regular solutions are allowed when an electric flux is turned on in the radial direction [11] . The point-like D-vortices could be readily extended to become D-strings of the D3D3 system. In this paper we will also turn on a constant electric flux along the string direction, and find that its conjugate momentum density is well localized along the string. The obtained static soliton configurations turn out to be identified with DF-strings from a system of D3D3 with fundamental string fluid. In addition to the known D-string solutions with linearly-growing tachyon amplitude, we find new D-and DF-string solutions with logarithmically-growing tachyon amplitude.
Specific contents in each section are as follows. In section 2, we introduce the effective action with a tachyon potential and briefly discuss perturbative degrees and their fate on the DpDp system. In section 3, we first discuss global DF-strings and then local DF-strings in details. We conclude in section 4 with summary of the obtained results and discussions on a few topics for future studies.
Setup and Perturbative Physics
We consider a DpDp system in the coincidence limit of two branes, where the individual branes have the same transverse coordinates. The brane-antibrane system possesses a complex tachyon field (T,T ) describing instability of this system and two massless gauge fields of U(1)×U(1) symmetry A a µ , a = 1, 2 living on each brane. Two representative nonlocal effective actions have been used as tachyon actions, i.e., one is derived from boundary string field theory (BSFT) [1, 14] and the other is Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) type proposed in Ref. [3] . In this paper we shall employ the latter, 1) where T p is tension of the Dp-brane, T = τ e iχ , and
Our notations are
Since DF-strings as codimension-two objects are of interest, we consider D3D3 system. − det(X ± µν ) in the action with p = 3 takes the following form;
where
, respectively. Up to the quadratic terms in the gauge fields and derivative of the tachyon amplitude, the Lagrange density in (1+3) dimensions becomes 4) where the unitary gauge,C µ = C µ − ∂ µ Ω/2, is chosen for topologically trivial sector with C µν = ∂ µCν − ∂ νCµ . Note that a cross term F µν C µν does not appear in the approximated Lagrange density (2.4) .
From Ref. [15, 16] , universally allowed conditions of the tachyon potential V for the DpDp system are monotonically decaying property connecting smoothly the maximum of V (τ = 0) = 1 and minimum of V (τ = ∞) = 0. To support perturbative spectrum in superstring theory, we choose
In the DBI type effective action, exponentially decaying property for large τ , V (τ ) ∼ e −τ /R is usually assumed [17] . For the analysis of DF-string solutions with the cylindrical symmetry, the above properties are enough at both string core and asymptotic region. For numerical analysis, however, we will use a specific potential satisfying all the above conditions for convenience [18, 19] 
Let us read possible perturbative spectra from the Lagrange density (2.4) . Before the D3D3 decays, the complex scalar fields, T andT , are tachyonic, and both gauge fields, A µ and C µ , are massless. When it decays completely, a ring of degenerate minima at infinite tachyon amplitude is formed. Naively A µ seems to remain massless andC µ , absorbing the Goldstone degree Ω, becomes massive due to nonzero vacuum expectation value of τ . Different from usual field theory results, all the tachyon and the gauge fields cannot survive due to vanishing tachyon potential which is an overall factor in the Lagrange density (2.4) . This phenomenon is easily expected because all the perturbative open string degrees should disappear after the decay of D3D3. On the other hand, nonperturbative degrees including codimension-two branes and fundamental strings can be formed, so that the runaway nature of above tachyon potential should play an indispensable role for determining characters of the generated topological solitons.
DF-strings
In this section we study static DF-string solutions of the classical equations, which are identified as the codimension-two DF-composites from D3D3. The obtained nonsingular configurations are classified into the following four types by two crossed borderlines, i.e., (i) global U(1) DFvortices with critical boundary value of electric field at infinity F tr (r = ∞), (ii) global U(1) DFvortices with noncritical boundary values of F tr (r = ∞), (iii) local U(1) DF-vortices with critical boundary value of F tr (r = ∞), and (iv) local U(1) DF-vortices with noncritical boundary values of F tr (r = ∞). Since there is one-to-one correspondence between the obtained DF-vortex solution and the D-vortex solution in Ref. [11] , the newly-obtained DF-vortices with critical boundary value imply the existence of additional D-vortices with the same critical electric field. Straight strings along the z-axis is conveniently described in the cylindrical coordinates (t, r, θ, z). The ansatz for the n strings superimposed at the origin r = 0 is
In order to obtain regular DF-strings, we assume the minimal configuration of the DBI electromagnetic fields F µν as
Introduction of the gauge field C θ replaces global strings by local strings
Insertion of the ansätze (3.1)-(3.3) into the determinant (2.3) gives 3.5) which simplifies the action (2.1) as
Bianchi identity, ∂ µ F νρ + ∂ ν F ρµ + ∂ ρ F µν = 0, requires E z to be a constant. When E 2 z > 1, X becomes negative and the action (2.1) becomes imaginary, which is physically unacceptable. When E 2 z = 1, derivative of the tachyon amplitude disappears in (3.5) and then no nontrivial solution is supported. When E 2 z < 1, introduction of new variables,
show that we haveX = X| Ez=0 and thereby the system with nonvanishing constant E z is formally equivalent to that with vanishing E z under the correspondence (3.7). For the gauge field A i and conjugate momentum Π i , the only nontrivial equation is (rΠ r ) ′ = 0 which is rewritten by introducing constant charge density Q F1 per unit length along z-axis as
Equation of motion for the tachyon amplitude τ is 9) and that for the gauge field C θ is
From (3.8) we obtain an algebraic expression for E r (or equivalentlyẼ r )
The τ -and C θ -equations (3.9)-(3.10) with E z = 0 is exactly the same as the equations with E z = 0. The solutions have been discussed in Ref. [11] 
The functional form of E r (r)| Ez=0 has been also discussed in [11] , which is the same as E r (r) in (3.11) except for an overall factor (1−E are classified as follows. With nonvanishing E r regular vortex solutions are obtained, but with vanishing E r only singular configurations are constructed [3] . Characters of the obtained vortices are divided by the gauge field C µ , i.e., global vortices for C µ = 0 and local vortices for C µ = 0. Since the extension from the point-like D-vortices to the straight D-strings along z-direction is straightforward, the aforementioned properties of D-vortex solutions hold also for the DF-strings of our interest.
In the above we have explained similarity between the vortex solutions without E z and those with E z . Let us discuss the quantities how to distinguish DF-vortices with E z from D-vortices without E z in what follows. Once we obtain profiles of the tachyon amplitude τ and the gauge field C θ for given constant Q F1 and E z , the fundamental string charge density per unit length distributed along the straight DF-string is given by conjugate momentum Π z of the gauge field
To be identified as a DF-string, Π z should be localized on the D-string stretched along z-direction. Although the shape of the fundamental string charge density per unit length keeps the same form (3.8) irrespective of its charge Q F1 , that of the DF-strings changes its shape by Q F1 .
To understand detailed property of the DF-strings we also need to investigate U(1) current j 14) and nonvanishing components of the energy-momentum tensor
15) (3.18) 
Global DF-strings
Global DF-vortex solutions are attained by choosing constant gauge field C θ = 0 in the previous part of the section 2 with neglecting the gauge field equation (3.10) . Then the only nontrivial differential equation is that of the tachyon amplitude (3.9) . For every regular vortex solution of n = 0, boundary conditions for the tachyon amplitude are
The runaway nature of the tachyon potential dictates that τ (r) of a DF-string solution should be a monotonically-increasing function which connects smoothly the boundaries with the conditions (3.19) . Near the origin, a consistent power-series expansion leads to increasing τ ,
Inserting (3.20) into (3.11) and (3.13), we have decreasing E 2 r from a constant value and decreasing Π z2 from the infinity,
In addition, we obtain the current density (3.14), 23) and the energy-momentum tensor (3.15)-(3.18) , (3.27) As it was expected, the angular component of U (1) term goes to zero, but the slope of the second term proportional to 1/Q F1 becomes steep. It is consistent with the observation that only the singular global vortex solution exists in the absence of the background fundamental-string charge [11] .
At sufficiently large r, we solve the tachyon equation (3.9) . We try to get the tachyon solutions with (i) power-law behavior τ ∼ τ ∞ r k (k > 0) and (ii) logarithmic behavior τ ∼ ln r. (i) τ ∼ τ ∞ r solutions: If we substitute the power-law behavior into the tachyon equation (3.9) , only the linearly increasing τ solution is allowed at leading order. The power-series expansion gives (3.28) where τ ∞ (> 0) and δ are undetermined, but τ ∞ is related with τ 0 near the origin. Numerical works show that τ ∞ is almost proportional to τ 0 for large τ 0 's as in Fig. 1 . Specifically, for n = 1, Q F1 /T 3 = 2, and R = √ 2, lim
Inserting (3.28) into the various physical quantities (3.11) , (3.13) , (3.14) -(3.18), we read the followings. First, the radial electric field approaches rapidly a constant boundary value |E r (∞)| =
Second, the leading terms of Π z , T t t , T r r , T z z are all proportional to Π r (= Q F1 /r) and the subleading terms exponentially suppressed,
Third, the angular components j θ and T θ θ exponentially decreasing so that, with (3.23) and (3.26) , their shapes in (r, θ)-plane look like a ring,
Here, we do not present the results of numerical analysis since the obtained configurations are exactly the same as those of D-strings [11] except for the fundamental-string charge density Π z in Fig. 2 .
(ii) τ ∼ τ ∞ ln r solution: If τ 0 in the tachyon field near the origin (3.20) is sufficiently small, then this solution cannot reach τ (r = ∞) = ∞. It means that there exists a critical value of τ 0 which corresponds to τ ′ (∞) → 0 in (3.28), and it also requires a critical-charge density (Q F1 /T 3 ) 2 = 8/R 2 . In this limit, a natural asymptotic behavior of the tachyon amplitude is logarithmic, τ (r) ∼ τ ∞ lnr.
1 If we try this configuration, the field equation (3.9) with (3.11) fixes the value of τ ∞ to τ ∞ = 2R, which leads the tachyon potential to a power-law decay, V ≈ 2/r 2 ; Note that ln r is not well-defined at the entire region (0 ≤ r ≤ ∞), regularity of the obtained solution needs further mathematically-rigorous study. It turns out, in this case, that the radial component of the electric field E r (3.11) approaches a critical value at infinity with a power-law (3.37) This looks similar to the case of the thick single topological BPS tachyon kink [20] . Inserting (3.36) into (3.13), (3.15) , (3.16) , and (3.18), we have again O(1/r) leading term in Π z , T t t , T r r , and T z z ,
38)
39)
40)
The coefficients of the leading terms can be understood as the τ ∞ → 0 limit of (3.30)-(3.33) for the power-law solution. However, the subleading terms exhibit also a power-law behavior in (3.38)-(3.41), instead of the exponential decay in (3.30)- (3.33 ). This O(1/r) term makes its energy diverge linearly. On the other hand, the angular components of the current j θ (3.14) and the pressure T θ θ (3.17) have different behaviors for the leading terms. They have a power-law decay in this case while those for the linearly-growing tachyon have an exponential decay (3.36),
The numerical solution for the logarithmic tachyon amplitude connecting the origin and large r is shown in Fig. 3-(a) . We read τ 0 as τ 0 = 2.46327. The profile of the radial electric field E r decreases monotonically from a nonzero value larger than unity at the origin to unity at infinity as shown in Fig. 3-(b) . The angular components of the current j θ and the pressure T θ θ have a ring shape connecting zeros at both boundaries, and j θ is plotted in Fig. 3-(c) . Since Π z , T t t , T r r , and T z z behave in a similar way, we only draw the figure of Π z which has O(1/r) singularity at the origin and decreases monotonically to zero as shown in Fig. 2 . Both the power-law solution (3.28) and the logarithmic solution (3.36) share similar shapes for Π z as are given by the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 2 .
The leading linear divergence in the energy of the obtained DF-string configurations per unit length along the z-direction can be read off from (3.31) and (3.39), (3.44) Since the divergent part is linearly proportional to the fundamental-string charge density at the origin, a possible source of this infra-red divergence is different from the familiar nature of logarithmically divergent energy of the global vortex. For a given fundamental-string charge density Q F1 , the energy spectrum of each solution is classified by τ ∞ . In that sense, the logarithmic solution with τ ∞ = 0 in (3.44) is the minimum energy solution of the D-or DF-strings. If we take the limit of vanishing fundamental-string charge density Q F1 → 0, the first terms proportional to Q 2 F1 in T t t , (3.24) and (3.31) approach zero for the linearly-growing solution (3.28) . From behavior of the second Q F1 -independent terms in (3.24) and (3.31), we may read the limit of δ-function like configuration in the limit of τ ∞ → ∞. This phenomenon is consistent with the existence of singular vortex solution in the absence of Q 2 F1 [3] . When the electric field E z approaches critical value, various densities including Π z (3.13), T t t (3.15) , T z z (3.18), j θ (3.14), and T θ θ diverge with the finite fundamental-string charge density Q F1 , but E r (3.11) and T r r (3.16) go to zero. These can easily be checked also by the expanded expressions given in this subsection. (c) Figure 3 : (a) Plot of τ (r) with logarithmic behavior for large r, (b) Plot of E r (r), and (c) Plot of j θ . We set n = 1, Q F1 /T 3 = 2, R = √ 2, and τ 0 = 2.46327.
This singularity was expected from the beginning if we see the expression of determinant (3.5) in the action (2.1).
There is another coupling to the bulk RR fields given by the Wess-Zumino term, and, for the global DF-strings from D3D3 [1, 2, 3, 21] , it is (3.46) where µ is a real constant and the supertrace Str is defined to be a trace with σ 3 inserted. The first term in (3.45) means the charge of a D1-brane stretched along the z-axis, which is proportional to the vorticity n. Thus the charge density of the D1-brane per unit length is identified as the topological charge of which current density is defined by
Although the second term proportional to both n and E z in (3.45) implies an (Minkowski) instanton charge, its possible physical meaning will be discussed in the next subsection. In addition to the D1 charge (3.47), the stringy object of interest carries the charge of fundamental strings along the z-axis, which is denoted by the localized electric flux Π z (3.13). Since the point charge Q F1 (3.8) at r = 0 is nothing but the background charge distribution of fundamental strings coming from a transverse direction, and is ending on a point along the z-axis, the stringy object carrying the vortex charge n and the localized electric flux Π z is identified as a DF-string or a (p, q)-string (composite of D1F1) from D3D3 system with fundamental strings. What we obtained is summarized schematically in Fig. 4 . If the early Universe involved a D3D3, the obtained DF-string can remain as a cosmic fossil named as the cosmic global DF-string.
Local DF-strings
When the gauge field C µ (3.3) is turned on, the character of DF-strings becomes local. In usual local field theories, e.g., the Abelian-Higgs model, a role of the gauge field is to make energy of the local vortex (energy density of the vortex-string per unit length along the string) finite by trimming the logarithmically-divergent energy of the global vortex [5] . This phenomenon was not observed in D-vortices from D2D2 system with fundamental strings; the energy of the D-vortex is linearly-divergent, but its source is fundamental string charges [11] . Although this sort of energytrimming seems unlikely also for local DF-strings of our interest, we investigate the existence and the property of local DF-strings in this subsection. Since the inclusion of the gauge field C θ (3.3) requires the analysis of the coupled equations (3.9)-(3.10), we need boundary conditions for the gauge field in addition to those for the tachyon (3.19) ,
From now on, we examine the differential equations (3.9)-(3.10) and the expressions (3.11) and (3.13) for E r and Π z , and find local DF-string solutions satisfying the boundary conditions (3.19) and (3.48) .
Near the origin, the power-series expansion of τ (r) and C θ (r) for DF-string solutions gives
where α is
For the local DF-strings with unit vorticity, the increasing rate of the tachyon amplitude (3.49) is not affected by C 0 up to the second order. On the other hand, the signature in front of 9C (3.53) where β is
logarithmically-growing. First, we consider the linearly-growing case. The subleading term of the tachyon amplitude is decreasing exponentially (3.60) where τ ∞ and δ are undetermined constants which are governed by the behavior near the origin. For the gauge field C θ , we consider small δC θ at the asymptotic region, (3.61) Substituting this into the equation for the gauge field, we obtain a linear equation, (3.62) where M(t) = e 2τ∞t 1/3 /(Rκ 1/3 ) and U = −(δC θ ) 2 /2. If we identify δC θ as a one-dimensional position of a hypothetical particle, Eq. (3.62) is interpreted as a Newtonian equation with a variable mass M(t) and a conservative potential U(δC θ ). The nontrivial analytic solution satisfying δC θ (r = ∞) = 0 is not known yet, but the existence of such solution can easily be read from the properties of U(δC θ ); max[U(δC θ )]=0 at δC θ = 0 and min[U(δC θ )] = −∞ at δC θ = ±∞.
With the asymptotic behavior of the tachyon amplitude (3.60) and the gauge field (3.61), the radial electric field approaches its boundary value exponentially, (3.63) and the U(1) current and the angular component of the energy-momentum tensor decay exponentially to zero, (3.65) As it was the case of global DF-strings in the previous subsection, the leading terms of Π z , T t t , T r r , and T z z are commonly proportional to Q F1 /r but the subleading terms decrease exponentially,
66) (3.69) Note that the leading long-range terms of local DF-strings are the same as those of global DFstrings, and that the limiting behaviors for the large, or small Q 2 F1 , and for the critical electric field |E z | → 1, are also the same.
(ii) τ ∼ τ ∞ ln r solutions: Lastly let us discuss logarithmic τ -solution of the local DF-string. For sufficiently large r, the leading logarithmic term has the same coefficient with the global DF-string (3.36), but the subleading term does not contain logarithmic term; corresponding components of the global DF-string up to the second order terms. Therefore, the leading energy density of the local DF-string for the logarithmically-growing tachyon amplitude shares that of the local DF-string for the linearly-growing tachyon amplitude and that of the global strings. It means that the discussion on the energy of the global DF-strings can also be applied to that of the local DF-strings; the role of the gauge field C θ in localizing the energy of the string is negligible, which is very different from that in the case of Nielsen-Olesen vortex-string in the Abelian-Higgs model.
Due to the gauge field C θ , the Wess-Zumino term of D3D3 describing coupling to the bulk RR fields becomes slightly different from that of the global DF-strings [1, 2, 3, 21] ,
The term of C
RR coupling is proportional to the vorticity n so that the local DF-string carries the quantized magnetic flux as a D1 charge density per unit length along the z-axis,
(3.76)
Note that the second term in (3.75) tells us that C (−1) RR coupling is nothing but an axion coupling. Since we have additionally the fundamental-string charge density Π z localized along the string direction (the z-axis in our case), the obtained stringy objects are local DF-strings, or local (p, q)-strings from D3D3 system with fundamental strings.
Conclusions
The system of D3D3 with fundamental strings has been considered in the coincidence limit of a brane and an anti-brane. In the scheme of effective field theory, it is described by the DBI type effective action of a complex tachyon field and U(1)×U (1) gauge fields. The runaway tachyon potential has U(1) vacua at an infinite tachyon amplitude, which supports topological vortexstrings of codimension-two. Specifically, we study straight string solutions by examining field equations.
The topological charge of the string represented by vorticity is interpreted as the RR-charge density of D-string (D1-brane). (See the circles in Fig. 4 .) Introduction of the radial DBI electric field coupled nonminimally to the tachyon is indispensable to obtain a thick D-string, which implies that background fundamental strings live in an extra-dimension with a fluid form and end at each vortex-string origin. (See the radial arrows in Fig. 4.) According to asymptotic behavior of the tachyon amplitude at infinity, we obtained either linearly-growing tachyon configurations, or a newly-found lograrithmically-growing tachyon configuration which represents the minimum energy configuration. We additionally turn on the constant DBI electric field parallel to the string. Then its conjugate momentum density is localized along the string. (See the straight arrows along the z-direction in Fig. 4 .) This confined electric flux density tells us that the stringy object of interest carries a fundamental string charge density, so we find it a DF-string (or a (p, q)-string). Lastly the nonvanishing gauge field coupled minimally to the tachyon replaces the global DF-string by a local DF-string carrying a quantized magnetic flux density as a D1 charge density. Now that we have global and local, D-and DF-strings as soliton solutions in the context of effective field theory [11] , the future tasks to construct a viable cosmic superstring become more tractable. Dynamical issues [7, 8, 9] involve (i) head-on collision of two D-vortices for checking the intercommuting (reconnecting) property of two D-strings, (ii) collision of two DF-strings leading to a tree structure composed of a pair of trilinear vertices, which is to form a cosmic DF-string network [22] , and (iii) the stability of long macroscopic D-and DF-strings.
On cosmological aspects, we would gravitate the obtained static stringy defects and see the resultant spacetime structure. This may provide a basis to tackle the possibility of observing its effect astrophysically including viable density fluctuations and quintessence [23] . Inclusion of time-dependence is also important to understand how the D-and DF-strings are generated, and whether or not they survive during the inflationary era induced by the separation of D3 andD3. To lower the scale from the fundamental string scale to a scale to pass observational tests such as the cosmic microwave background, the pulsar timing, and the gravitational radiation, it is also intriguing to take into account the D-and DF-strings obtained in the background of various string (inspired) models [24] .
